S-2 Current Language:

A University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee student may add a course(s), with the approval of the instructor or department, during the first two weeks of classes of a semester.

S-2 Proposed Language:

University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee students may add classes for which there is remaining enrollment capacity and for which they meet published prerequisites or enrollment restrictions on or before the Add deadline.

The Add deadline for full term class classes in fall and spring semesters will be the tenth day of instruction for the semester (Saturdays, Sundays and holidays will be excluded). For classes meeting in partial term sessions, the Add deadline will be the Friday of the first week of class. In UWinteriM, the Add deadline will be the first day of the session.

Rationale:

UWM now has many different session lengths. The current S2 pertains only to regular semesters. This modification sets add deadlines for all sessions. In addition, the new wording clarifies that enrollment is allowed up until the add deadline without explicit instructor approval as long as there is remaining enrollment capacity and the student meets the prerequisites for the course. Departments may still restrict enrollments for individual classes by lowering the capacity.
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